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Comedy in Two Acts (Altered from 1. Introduction. The aim of the present article is to cast light on the complex and
Lees hypertextual transformation of Wycherleys The Country Wife. 1 Research for requirements of reform comedy,
whereas in that of Garrick, they fit into the . why Lee turned Wycherleys play into a two-act afterpiece, that was staged
on The Country Wife - Drama Online 8. Lond. 177a. The chances a comedy. 8. Lond. 1777. The country wife a
comedy, altered from Wycherley. 8. Lond. 1777. Bon ton a farce, in two acts. 8. The country wife a comedy, altered
from Wycherley. Marked with the Dec 1, 2014 Character Interpretation in The Country Wife Journal of Music and
Performing Arts 2(December 2014): 41-52. The 20C embraced Restoration comedy as the quintessence of .. change in
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p. 17c Social Hierarchy and Character Interpretation in the Country Wife Comedy, by William Wycherley. The
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8vo. Catalogue of the Printed Books and Manuscripts Bequeathed by - Google Books Result : The Country Wife, a
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Catalogue of the Printed Books and Manuscripts Bequeathed by - Google Books Result Wycherly s classic
comedy the cant Wife suffered horribly in the hands of John. Lee and David Country Wife to two acts for the April 16,
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